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seems to prove that the glass has been creited by
direct local melting of the lunar dust and the lunar
breccia However the basic cause of glass
formation remains as yet a problem
One ot the really important findings made on the
retrieved minerals is that in no case whatsoever
were there any crystals present which require
iLattr of crjistalh+ation as part of their structure
411 crystals found are what the chemist calls
anhydrous Clearly there is no water at all on the
moon and there was none when the surface rocks
were created This finding is obviously closely
assoc ated with questions as to whether or not
life eiasted on the moon in the pasu "Without air
without water life is we taovv it sounds highlj
improbable
It is considered by some of the investigators
that lunar minerals are more hke meteor minerals
than earth minerals Most investigators agree that
the ApoUo 11 rocks contain appreciably more of
the metal titanium than corresponding earth
rocks (This might only be a local factor for the
early results of the studies from Apollo 12 diflei
in this respect There is less titanium metal
than at Apollo 11) There is plenty of evidence
that many of the retrieved lunar mineral*, have
experienced severe shock When a crystalline
material is subjected to severe impact or to a shock
v ave passing through it from a nearby explosive
impact recognisable deformations take place in the
crystal structure 'Such evidence together with
the existence of a great deal of fragmented angular
glass imply that the moon s surface has been ex
posed to a multitude of meteoric impacts large
and small in the course of its complex history
Duplicated chemical analysis shows that more
than half of the known elements found on earth
occur also m the lunar rock retrieved This is
even more than one could have anticipated from
so restricted a region As yet no new elements
have been found The fact that the surface has
been exposed for immense ages to those fast
particles from outer space called cosmic rays has
created in the surface layers an anticipated degree
of radioactivity This in turn has led to the
formation of the atomic products following radio
active disintegrations of atoms
The Age of the Moon's Surface
A number of duplicated attempts of various
lands have been made to assess the age of the
surface of the moon There is relatively close
agreement between the different approaches
The ages of rocks can be found by various methods
the best of these bemt based on measurements of
•what are called isotope abundances An analogy
might assist the uninitiated here Suppose we
imagine the existence of identical twins who look
alike and behave alike but are slightly different
in weight indeed, such that we can only dis
tinguish one from the other by weighing A
similar situation happens among atoms Take a
metal like lead for Instance There are three
main kinds of lead atoms all looking and behaving
alike but differing slightly in weight These
three Mnds of atoms which require special
techniques to distinguish one from the other are
called isotopes of lead Practically all types of
atoms (whether gases hke oxygen solids hke
carbon or metals like iron) have several isotopes
Some isotopes are very stable but others are not so
stable They tend to break up after a tune and
change to other kinds of atoms This we call
radioactivity and describe the culprit as a radio
wtne isotoye (See also F10-11)
Now the well known metal potassium has an
isotope which is weakly radioactive and this con
verts itself slowly into an isotope of the gas argon
Ehe rate of transformation is very slow but it can
be derived with certainty from various rules If
this kind of argon isotope be found in close
association with potassium (and it cannot be
confused with other Mnds of argon) then from the
amount present it is possible to calculate how long
it has taken for the transformation process to
have gone on to accumulate this particular amount
Unfortunately the calculation can be upset by the
fact that argon is a gas and may drift away from
the cock; in "which it is created Also we do know
that the solar wind is bringing m argon from
 outside Nevertheless by this method an age for
the rocks on the surface of the moon has been
calculated to be about 3 000 million years not m
fact very different from the age of earth rocks
calculated in similar fa&hion Anothei method, ot
calculation involves the radioaci/ive transforma
tion of an isotope of the metal rubidium (found in
moon rock) into an isotope of the metal strontium
and this has given the quif e near value of 3 700
nillwn years Finally the radioactive metal
thorium, (also in moon rocks) is known to trans
form itself into the metal lead (see F1K8)) and this
method has given 4 900 million years for the age
So more or less the result from the three methods
hes somewhere between about 3 000 and 6 000
million years a relatively close agieement Since
earth rocks are of somewhat similar age this
information bears closely on the question of the
origin of the moon
One most significant finding is that the con
centration of carbon is quite low le some 200
parts per million The lunai carbon in this
particular region may even be a good deal less
than that because we can certainly expect some
carbon in the solar wind and in over 3 000
million years the solar wind may have brought in
relatively substantial quantities of carbon This
very low carbon content has an important in
fluence on theories -is to whether or not there has
ever been living matenal on the moon Although
no evidence of such has yet been found one must
needs be cautious since all the lunar material
retrieved comes from one very small region and
elsewhere thingo could be different
The Lunar Soil
The returned lunar soil the fine grain material
turns out to be of striking and unusual interest
It is grey in colour and a little denser than typical
earth soil It has of course no organic content
and is a powdery material which sticks to any
thing with which it comes into contact On the
moon the top six niches was easily penetrated
after which the soil became inoie resistant
Microscopic examination of all samples of the
returned soil reveals most unexpectedly that
perhaps lialf of it consists of finely broken down
pieces of glass of varying colouis Included too
can be up to a few per cent of finely dispersed
free iron Some of the iron is alloyed with nickel
in the typical fashion of iron m meteoiites and
no doubt this has been brought to by outside
meteorites The existence today of free iron
shows that it has remained in a completely airless
and waterless situation on the moon. The glass
fragments are shiny and show no corrosion either
Yet there is certain evidence which does very
strongly suggest that there has been some mech
anical miTing This could well arise from pro
longed repeated impact from a very large number
of small meteoric bombardments over the ages
Such bombardments could also have created the
glass for glass is molten rook and any energetic
impacts could locally raise the temperature to
melt surface rock into glass Succeeding impacts
could then break down older glass pieces into tiny
fragments if such impacts were repeated often
enough This explanation is supported by the
fact that the chemical composition of the soil
material resembles that of the surrounding rocks
implying that the dust and soil have been created
locally and not brought in from outside the moon,
as some have thought As already mentioned
there is of course some meteoric material also
present Some of the soil brought back has
acquired magnetism The cause is problematic
as yet for the moon today has hardly any
magnetic field
Undoubtedly the most striking property of the
lunar soil is the presence in it of enormous num
hers of small glass spheres (glass marbles ) and
equally huge numbers of glass cylinders egg
shapes pear shapes and dumbbell shapes If
anything really highlights the special distinctive
peculiarity of lunar soil it is these glass objects
Although by weight they only represent a few per
cent of the soil mass because of their very small-
ness they are there in vast numbers Different
Mnds of glass spheres abound Most are less than
1 millimetre across although one of the photo

